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INTRODUCTION
In my PhD work interfacial (liquid/vapour and
solid/liquid)

interactions

of

Stöber

silica

nanoparticles were studied as a function of
particle sizes and the wetting properties of
particles. The possibility of interfacial film
transfer from liquid/vapour onto solid supports
was

also

investigated.

Some

relevant

correlations among the particle hydrophobicities,
dispersibilities and compressibility of particles at
water/air

interface

were

established.

Furthermore, the experimentally determined
interparticle energy values were compared with

Dallos: Stabilization of gas chromatographic stationary

calculated

phases with nanosized particles, Chromatographia, 53

considerations) results in order to obtain more
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(based

on

theroretical

and detailed quantitive and qualitive information
about the interfacial interparticle interactions.

VI.

THESES

a) It has been shown that the optical waveguide

I.

lightmode spectroscopy (OWLS) technique

Preparation method has been developed for

can be applied for investigating the sorption

controlled surface modification of Stöber silica

properties of Stöber silica nanoparticles from

nanoparticles. It has been demonstrated that

alcoholic media at solid/liquid interface. As a

particles with different hydrophobic character

result of the study the decay lenght of

can be prepared using trimethylsilyl N,N-

solvation

dimethyl carbamate in different concentration in

between the macroscopic surface and the

acetonitrile medium. It was also shown that the

nanoparticle can be calculated.

repulsive

interaction

energy

kinetic stability of alcosols of surface modified
particles was suitable for further studies.

b) Size dependence of repulsive interaction
decay length has been examined. It has

II.

been found that the decay legth values

Based on water/air interfacial studies it has

significantly

been found that the wettability of unmodified

particle sizes. This observation is in a good

(hydrophilic)

agreement

Stöber

silica

nanoparticles

decreased
with

the

with
size

increasing
dependent

significantly changed with their size. For bigger

wettability of Stöber silica particles obtained

particle sizes lower values could be calculated

from film balance study.

for advancing contact angles. This observation

V.

can be attributed to different reaction conditions

Model system and method have been proposed

during the particle preparation.

for theoretical and experimental investigations of
2D miscibility of different hydrophobic particles.

III.

Water/air

a) Repulsive particle-particle interaction energy

interfacial

miscibility

of

silica

nanoparticles with different surface energies has

values

been investigated by using film balance and

pressure-surface

Brewster angle microscope. It has been found

unmodified silica nanoparticles. It has been

that the methods which were introduced for the

found based on a comparative analysis of

study of interfacial molecular films can alsobe

the experimental and calculated (DLVO

applied for solid nanoparticulate films.

model) energy values that the particleparticle

were

determined
area

interaction

from

surface

isotherms

energy

cannot

of

be

described by the „classic” DLVO theory. The
experimentally

determined

repulsive

energies were found to be significantly higher
than the calculated DLVO energy values.
More

than

one

order

of

magnitude

differences were attributed to hydration
repulsion between the particles.

b) The size dependence of decay length of
repulsive

interparticle

been

It has been shown that the hydrophobicity of

investigated at water/air interface. It has

silica nanoparticles has a great effect on the

been established that the decay length

dispersibility,

increases with the particle sizes. This

compressibility of particles at water/air interface.

observation is in a good agreement with the

Increased hydrophobicity of particles results in a

contact

lower dispersibility and compressibility, as well,

angle

data

different-size particles.

energy

has

IV.

calculated

for

the

structure

formation

and

that can hinder the formation of maximum closepacked particulate arrays in the film balance.

